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Abstract -

Thematization, the relative.freqI ncy of a discourse referent, and topicali-

zation are conceptualized as related discourse functions. In a probe recall
II

experiment, a word with a thematized referent was a better recall probe

than a word with a nonthematized referent. Also, an agent noun was a bet-

ter prompt than a recipient, and this semantic variable interacted with

topicalization such that a semantic recipient was a better prompt when it
,,

was topic than when it was comment. Ina second experiment, subjects'

choice between semantically equivalent active and passive sentences wai

influenced by thematization. Theniatized nouns were chosen as topics more

often than nonthematized nouns, and nouns used as paragraph titles were

chosen as topics slightly more than'non-title nouns. It is suggested that

twin discourse functions are served by thematization and topicalization,

the former providing stable referential focus and the latter providing mo-

mentary referential focus.
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DISCOURSE FUNCTIONS OF
THEMATIZATION AND TOPICALIZATION

Charles A. Perfetti and Susan R. Goldman

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh

The purpose of the present papayer is to suggest a way of conceptualiz-

ing certain discourse variables an their relationhipipsentence variables.,
In particular, thematization and topicalization will be conceptualized as 0
related discourse functions that influence sentence processes.

Thematioation, in general terms, refers to the construction of a
referential' "theme" in the course of processing connected discourse. A
writer or speaker has a numb$r of linguistic and nonlinguistic devices at
his or her disposal for thematization, and the reader or listener constructs
a parallel thematized representation during normal comprehension. From
the cbmprehenders point of view, the primary function of thematization is
to provide a referential core around which propositionnl information con-

cerning the referent is organized. Thematization thus should affect mem-

ory fo propositional information, and, in fact, it does determine the effec-
tiveness of a noun as a probe for sentence memory (Perfetti k Goldman.
1974). df course, this account is very general, and a more precise under-
standing -cif the component processes of thematization is needed at some

point.

For the moment. we have taken themattzation to be measurable by
the relative frequency of proposition! that contain a noun phrase identified
by the referent (Perfetti & Goldman, 1,474). For example, a discourse that

can be analyzed into, say, 100 component propositions i heavily thematized



if a particular referent identifies noun phrases that occur in 70 of these
propositions. A discourse that is relatively unthematized would have a

-more rectangular distribution of referents in its component propositions.
Thus, thematization conceptualised in this way can be seen to have two
properties. First, *liven discourse can be identified as thernatizing X
rattier than Y. by observinithe relative frequency of propo'sitions containing

X compared with Y. Seandly, a discourse can be characterized as highly
.,...'thematized or weakly thematized by the'distribution of referents in its propo-
i., sitional structure. It is this first characteristic of thernatization that is

tinder consideration here.

The second discourse variable of interest is topicalization. by which
mean the linguistic device of ordering referential elements in a sentence.

,It has loblin useful grammatically to distinguish between the topic and
comment of a sentence (Hockett, 1958). The distinction has been made
linguistically on various grounds, and Halliday's (1970) aasdkysis of complex
subject functions is especially insightful psychologically. 'However, Halli-
day's concept of "theme" may not be the most appropriate for a referential
view of subject functions, since it includes any linguistic contentive placed
at the beginning of a sentence, including adverbs such as suddenly as in
Suddenly, the rope gave way. --. Since thematizing such nonreferential ideas

as suddenly seems a remote possibility in normal discourse, it is the con=
cept of grammatical subject tHalliday's "modal .object ") that we identify
with the notion of topic. While there are complexities involved in various
distinctions concerned with other related sentence variables, including
Halliday's givenand new distinction and Chafe's (1972) foregrounding con-
cept. these, complexities arise because information prior to the sentence
is considered. For present purposes. the simplifying concept of topic
and comment, as described by Hockett (1958; see also Lyons, 190), is
preferable because rthe related distinctions can then be considered as

2



discourse variables that predict topicilization, that is, which element will

occur first in the sentence. Thematization is hypothesized to be a signifi-

cant variable in this respect.

The studies to be reported suggest preliminary evidence for parallel
functions of thematization and topicalization in the recall of sentence infor-

-
motion and for the( effect of thematization on topicalization. Thematization

was defined, in the manner describedibove, as the relative frequency of
propositions containing an explicit or implicit realization of a given referent.
Topicaliiation was operationally defined by which of two nouns occurred as
the initial noon (grammatical subject) of the final sentence of a passage.
With respect to topicalization, the exclusive means for manipulating this
variable to control for -semantic content of the sentence was passivization.

On the one hand, passivization is just one device for topic control,
and generalizations concerning toptCalisation will eventually require exami-
nation of other devices (e.g., cleft sentences). On the other hand, we
already know a good deal about the psychological properties of passivization
(e. g. , Johnson-Laird, 1968; Olson it Filby, 1972;. Tannenbaum it Williams,
1968; Wright, 1969). The converging conclusion from this research is that

for both the encoder, and the decoder, the role of the passive is to focus

attention on the recipient of some action. Olson and Filby'(1972) showed

that the prior coding of a perceptual event in terms of the receiver of an.,,action facilitated the processing of a passive sentence which the receiver

was the trot noun (topicalized). In a sense, we ar investigating the lin-

guistic parallel to Olson and Fi lby's (1972) perceptual coding. Here, themat-
ization is a mechanism for influencing the coding of a narrative event prior
to a sentence whit-h cooductes the narrative.

The first experiment tested the hypotheses that prompted recall of
that final sentence would depend upon which noun prompt is thentatized and

that the -effect on Iecall of topicalization (active vs: passive) of the final

3



sentence would depend upon thematization. Thus. thematization was expected
to be a potent vari,able regardless of the forth of the final sentence, while
topicalization was expected to be effective for the recall of meaning only in
interaction with thematization. Because thematization is hypothesized to
increase the importance of an eler4nt as a memory probe, a thematized

4-.

semantic agent a good prompt regardless of whether it is topi-
ealized. Bowe er, since the function of passivization iii to mar the recipi-
ent as topic. t picalization of a thOmatized recipient should en nee its

4.--,
effectiveness as a recall prompt. The aim of the second and third studies
was to test the hypothesis that preference for passive sentences depends
upon which, of two nouns is thematized in the previous part of the passage.

Experiment I

Experiment 1 investigated the prompted rec.all of a sentence that
concluded a brief narrative passage. The noun prompt for sentence recall
assumed one of two possible values in each case. The noun prompt was

thernatized or (relatively) nonthematized, topic or conulient, and agent or
recipient. The topic - comment variable was realized by whether the sen-
tence was active or passive.

Method,
fs

NA/1h. The original experimental design involved a Z.4 factorial
design with repeated measures on two factors. Two between-subject
factors were thematization and retention interval, while semantic role
(i.e.. whether a noun prompt was an agent or a recipient, and topicaliza-
Win (i.e.. whether the noun was topic or comment) were varied within gut-
jects. For one group of 64 subjects. the retention interval was measured
to just after reading all passages (an average retention interval of arouX1
15 minutes) and, for a second group of o4 subjectts, to approximately 48
hours after reading. Within each retention interval. 3.1 sTibiects received



prompts that were exclusively thematised and 32 subjects v4,11. prompted

exclusively with nonthematized prompts. Thus, there were 32 subjects in

each of-the four conditions (128 total).

The thematization variable was defined as which of two nouns from

the test sentence, e.g., The admiral captured the bandit1 had tts referent

more frequently involved in the preceding part of the narrative passages.

For the 16 passages used in the experiment, the thematised noun occurred
in an average of 11.3 propositions while the nonthematized nouns occurred

in an average of 4.9 propositions. This count includes occurrence of the
noun itself, proper names, synonyms, pronouns, and grammatically
deleted nouns which have the same referent. The number of times the

two nouns air licit' occurred iNthe preceding passage was actually about

equal on the average labout two times lb/ each noun).

The within-subject variablVf topicalisation and semantic role
were varied by choosing active sentences to conclude half the paragraphs

and passive sentences for the other half. Thus for each subject, eight

test sentences appeared as actives and eight as passives. Within each of

the eight types, every subilect was prompted four times with the first

noun and four times with the second noun, in this way, each subject was

prompted by four agent-topics, four recipient-topics, four agent.comments,
and four recipient comments.

The structure of the experiment can be seen in Table 1, Which

presents an example of an experimental passage. Note that the sentence,

The admiral captured the bandit concluded two different passages, and
that the two passages described the very same event, and indeed began

with an identical opening sentence. They varied only in that one narrative

contained more propositions about the admiral (thernatizing admiral) white
the other contained more about the bandit (thematizing bandit ).
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Table 1

Example of Experimental Passage

Within the State Department the embassy

in the Republic of Costa Rica has long bean con-

sidered the most uneventful post in the foreign

service. Rarely has anything occurred there to

disturb the diplomats' routine

Until last night, Admiral Thomas J_ Foster.

the U S. military attache: would have agreed with

this description of diplomacy in Costa Rica. Admiral

Foster, a veteran of two wars and a tonne, comman

der et the Pacific Fleet was issstrad to the embassy

thire over two years ago. Working late in his office

last night. Foster heard 'Strange twin down the

hall- Upon investigating, he discovered the famous

bandit. El Gato, trying to open the embassy safe

The admiral captured the bandit for The bandit

was captured by the admiral.)

Within the State Department the embassy

in the Republic of Costa Rica has long been con-

sidered the most uneventful post in the foreign

service Rarely has anything occurred there to

disturb the diplomats' routine

Last night, however, such a disturbance

took place A bandit known as El Gato broke

into the American Embassy For the last five

years El Gato has been robbing banks and the

homes of the wealthy aristocracy. acquiring a

Rabin Hood image among the populace He

has escaped from Oil numerous times Once

inekii Hy+ !miry lest nicht El Gstowss r.ur

prised by the U S military attache. Admiral

Thomas J Foster, who was working late in his

orrice The admiral captured the bandit for

The bandit was captured by the admiral

The passages were taken from those used in Perletti and Goldman

(P4741. They were modified only by making changes. where necessary.
its order that the sentence just before the target sentence contained one



reference to each of the two nouns of the rget sentence. This was styli-:

tically necessary o that either an activ or a passive cool elude the

passage. Overall, the passages averaged about 11.5 uble -spac line
of type (range 9-14). Eight passage orde , ere sed to control list ff s.

Test sentences. The entence to be recalled were the final sen-

tence of the narrative passage. All test sentences contained transitive

verbs and two nouns that were controlled for printed frequency and were

high in imagery and concretenes each sentence permitted pasivization.

The as a rompted recall task for which each pbject ;tag provided

an individual t st booklet,ach page containing a single prompt word from

the test sent. ce. The prompt word was either the agent or the recipient

noun from the sentence and the ordering of the noun prompts corresponded

to the order of he 16 passages read by the subject.

Sub sets an rocedure. The 128 subjects were largely under-
graduate of the University of Pittsburgh, with a few being college-age
employee of the Learning Research and Development Center.

Subjects read the passagetq small groups at their own pace. Sub-
jects were tdld to "read each passage for meaning and- understanding" and

informed of a later test concerranethe passages but not the nature of the

,tet. To assure an appropriate level of comprehension, subjects made a

judgment of which magazine or newspaper would be a likely source for

such a passage. Immediately after reading the passages, subjects filled

out a questionnaire concerning what rnagazine theft read. In the immediate

test conclition,
,

ch subject was then given the test booklet upon indicating

that he had completed the quetignnaire. In the 48-hour condition, subjects

left after the quetionnaire and returned two days later for the recall teat-.

Upoh receivingethe test booklet, subjects read the instructions on the cover

which asked him to recall the underlined sentence which contained the word



on the page of the test booklet. He was told to try to produce as much of
the meaning as possible it he could not recall the exact words. Each sub-
ject proceeded at.his own within an overall time limp of 8tminutes
and was permitted to go. through the test booklet once onlY in the prescribed
order.

!1

Results and Discussion

The results of the, experiment are based up9n analyses of recall
categories ordeeed according to the extent to which a response contained
the information of the target sentence. Most of the results repot:WI:here
are based on recalls which preserved the meaning of the target sentence
either as a verbatim reproduction of the sentence oi as a meaning pre
serving paraphrase. A response was classified as verbatim if it coni-
tained the exact words in the s e surface order of the target sentence.
Deleted articles and changes in t nse or number which did not distort the
meaning of the original sentence re ignored. A response was classified
as a meaning- preserving paraphrase if the surface order did net agree
with the target and if, synonyms were substituted for the exact words. For

example:
Target: The bandit was Eaptured by the admiral.

Verbatim: Bandit was captured by admiral.

Meaning Preserving: Admiral captured bandit. (Recoiling)

Meaning Preserving: Oitlaw was captured by the admiral.
(Recipient noun substitute)

Meaning Preserving: Bandit captured by Foster. (Agent noon
substitute)

Intesludge reliability for the use of the meaning- preserving category was

better than 98%.

1 2
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For the 48-hour condition, retention was very low. Only about 12% of

recall opportunities produced a response that preierved the meaning of the

sentence, 25%Of which were verbatim. There were no significant effects

on recall of lay of the experimental variables. Accordingly, detailed re-
.sults here are reported only for the immediate retention interval in which

the average elapsed time between reading a given passige and recalling the

final sentence from that passage was 15 minutes.

Immediate recall. The average meaning- preserving recall in the im-

mediate condition was 41%, about one-third of which were verbatim. This

is lower than the 60% recall observed with the same materials in an earlier
t

experiment which used lists of 12 passages rather than 16 (Perfetti is Gold-

man. 1974).

Table 2 show. the pattern of meaning -preserving recalls for the imme-

diate condition. The data are presented with reference to the example of the

admiral and the bandit, but it should be emphasized that the data are the pro-
..

portions of meaning-preserving recalls averaged over all 16 Sentences.

Thee most important results shown in Table 2 are the following, each

of which was tested by an analysis of variance for repeated measures:

1. The agent-deep subject of a sentence was a better prompt than the

re4ient -deep object, F(1,62) = 8.24, p < .01. In terms of the example,

admiral was overall a better prompt thin bandit. In addition, although this

is not shown in Table 2, there was a significantall-or-none'difference be

tween agentiand recipient. Recipient prompts produced more response

attempts but fewer meaning-preserving responses.

2. A noun was a better prompt when it /had been thematized than when

it had not been thematized, F(I, 62) = 4. 34, p < .05). When the paisage had

more propositions about the admiral, the word admiral was a better prompt

than bandit. regardless of the form of the Sentence; similarly. bandit was a

better prompt when it had been thematized than when it had not.

13



Ale 2
Observed Probabilities of Meaning,Pnierving Recall

Target

Agent Prompt

Recipient Prompt

Theme
Agent Theme: Recipient Theme: `

Admiral Bandit

Admiral)

Means

4 The admiral captured the bandit. 1.39)

SO , Admiral .38
. +I,

.27 Bandit .39 (.33)

Target

Admit Prompt

Recipient Prompt.

*

(Topic: Bandit)

The bandit was captured be the edrAitel
t

.50 Admiral .41

.36 Bandit

*ens
P.&

Admirer Theme .41 _ Biestit Theme .42

Thernatiead Prompt .47 Vr Nonthematized Prompt .36 (1) < .06)

Agent Prompt (Admiral) .45 Recipient Prompt (Bat** `.311 (p < .01)
)4 .

Topic Prompt .43 Comment Prompt' .40

3. Whether the prompt s the first noun in the sentence (topic) or
the second dbun in the sentence mment), did not make a significant dif-
ference overall, F(1, 62) = 1.77, Although there was a slightly higher aver-
age for the topic position (.430 vs. . 395).

4. There was an-interaction between the surface structuz'e variabl4

and the semantic variable that approached statistical significance. While it

10

1 4

as



mattered not at all whether the agent prompt was in the first or second
position, the recipient was a much better prompt when it was first in the ,

sentence than when it was second. For the example, bandit was a better
prompt in a passive sentence where it was'the topic than in an active gen-

.

tence where it was the comment. 'While this interaction does not reach
conventional levels of statistical significance, F(1;62) = 3.77, p = .056,
it is quite significant conceptually and consistent with results from dif-
ferent experimental tasks which show that placing the deep object in the
first ,position provides it with a special focus (Olson is Filby, 1972).

7

To summarize what happened in an immediate recall test when sub-
,

jects were given a noun prompt and required to recall a sentence from a
-passage, Recall was about 30% better when the prompt had been thematized-
in the passage preceding the sentence: When the agent was thematized, it
was more than 55% better than the recipient as a prqtript. When the- recip-
ient was the theme, it was only a slightly better prompt than th agen

When the recipient was die topic--i.e. , when the sentence was ass-yeits
prompting power wai enhanced by about 3Q%. Topicalization did not, how-

ever, effect the proMptitig. power of the agent.

One additional point concerning the surface structure variable was

significant. When sentabe which were reproduced verbatim are sepa4'
rated from accurate paraphrases, there is a large effect of surface struc-
ture, F(1, 62) = 20.02, p < .001. When the first noun was the prompt, a
verbatim recall wfs nearly twice as probable as when the second noun wa
the prompt (.1.4114v. .095). This reflects a tendency to produce at recall

A& sentence with the prompt word as the subject and replicates a similar
finding by Perfetti k Tuckerl(1973). Similarly, active sentences were al
twice as likely-as passives to be recilled verbatim.

ReLoclinig.. A result that"bears on the relation between thematizat on

and topic ization is the recoding in recall5of the target sentence. Ther

15



was for our subjects the usual tendency tro produce in the active voice a
sentence that had been read in the passive voice. For meaning-preserving

-responses, such recoding occurred about 85% of the time in the immediate
condition (aout 15 minutes) and about 92% of the time after 48 hours. A
summary of the recoding data is seen in Table 3.

'fable 3

Passive-40w nacodines

Prompt Thaws NanTherne

Aeant-Cconewan
(Admiral .96 .95 1.911

Iteelpient-Tople
(1 laitclit) .711 72 1.76)

Aw. 1.901 (.90) (.116)

Recoding to an active sentence was more probable when the prompt
wail the agent-comment than when it was the recipient-topic. The respec-
tive percentages are 91 and 76. This difference again reflects the encod-
ing strategy of reconstructing the retrieved information by placing the
prompt in the subject position and adding on the predicate. Thus, a recod-
ing resulted more often when the prompt had been the second noun of the
original 'sentence than when it had been the first noun.

A second and perhaps more interesting effect on recoding was pro-
duced by thematising the prompt. A thematized prompt, whether it had
been the first or second noun in the sentence, produced more recodings
from passive to active than did nlithematized prompt. Recoding occurred
90% of the time to a thematized prompt and 80% of the time to a nonthemat-
ized one immediately after reading. and this difference persisted after 41k.

12



hours. Our tentative explanation for this result is related to our general

\iic nceptualimation of thematization and memory. In brief, it is assumed

that a thematized referent is the core of a memory reprisseritation con-
structed during Tne reading or heiring of a discourse.___, Other elements

of this representation include all the predications made concerning the

referent and their interrelationships. The information of the target sen-
tence, or any sentence containing the thematized referent, is assimilated

with the existing representation. At recall, this theme-centered repre-
sentation is reflected in the tendency to put the thematized noun in the

subjedt position of an active sentence:

Summary

The interactive relationship between one aspect of sentence struc-
ture and one aspect of diicourse structure has been demonstrated in a

recall tack. The effect of theme is to provide an organization fo; memory.
A noun prompt has better access to this memory when it has been themat-

ized. Table 4 shows a summary of the effect of the various combinations
of sentence and discourse features investigated in this experiment. The

Table 4

Summary of Prompt Effectiveness by Noun Feature

Noun Feature

Probability of
Meaning reserving Recall Noun Feature

Agent _42 /7 Recipient

Agent + Topic .
...

38 .36 Recipient * Topic

` Agent + Theme _50 39 Recipient's* Theme

Agent + Topic + Theme _50 .
AB Recipient + Topic * Theme



e ffects of theinatizatiqn and topic alization appear to be additive for noun

which is a semantic recipient, but not for semantic agent, which is ti
fected by whether it is an active or passive sentence. This is-quite con

sistent with what we know about the discotirse function of the passive voi e,

for example, wi the fact that comprehending a pastive sentence is made

astir when'a perce ual event which the sentence describes has been .

coded in terms of the semantic recipient (Olson & Filby, 1972).

The general interpretation is that passivization and thematization
are both devices of discourse focus. Our results show that special focus
is.added to a recipient noun by making it the topic noun of a.sentence and

that even more focus Is added by thematising it in the previous discourse.
The additive results of both of these features in combination, as can be'
seen from Table 4, is an increase of more than 75% in the retrieval power
of a recipient noun.

Experiment 2

The second experiment was.a direct attempt to determine whether
topicalization is *netted by thematization. There are empirical grounds
for expecting that the choice of passive or active voice I. influenced by
conceptual variables. For example, Johnson-Laird (1968) found that people
preferred to use the passive when the situation to be described drew atten-

tion to the logical object. The task in Johnson-Laird' research was
simply to dOscribe the relation between two colored areas of different
sire on a piece of paper. The larger area tended to be topicalized. A
similar result was found by Tannebaum and Williams (1968) in a study in
which subjects-had to produce active or passive sentences to describe a

situation. When the situation required focus on the logical object, the
time to produce a passive was not greater thaO the time to produce an

active.



The specific effect of thematization is due to its hypothesized func-

tion of providing a focus for comprehension. The hypothesis is that thernat-

ited elements will be chosen as sentence topics more often than nontheniat-

ized elements. There are other probable determitialats of topicalization,

some, like thematization, having their effect through prior coding processes

in the passage and others far more localized. An example of a localized

effect would be the momentary foregrounding of an element through its

occurrence in the previous sentence or clause. An element lust mentioned

may have some priority as a topic. An example of a more global variable

would be the title of a passage. Like thematization, the title of a passage

potentially provides a focus for conStrUcting an understanding of the pas-

sage. It Experiment Z, we attempted to test'the contribution of the more
global diiFourse variable of thematization and title while attempting to con-
trol the more localized variable of foregrounding. Experiment 2 tested the
effect of thematization on topicalization when the pas-sages are untitled, and

in a replication, the same effect is tested when passages are read with titles.

Method

The materials were the 16 passages used in Experiment 1, minus
the final target sentences. Since the subjects' task was to choose between
an active and a passive sentence to contlude the passage. it was necessary

.1

to control the occurrence of the two nouns in the immediately preceding

sentence so that the relation between t matization and topicalization could

be tested without excessive confoundin of thematization and momentary

foregrounding. Of course, a complete nconfounding is very difficult Since,
if the hypothesis is correct, the form o the penultimate sentence is affected
by thematization also. Thus, which of the two critical nouns occurred tire:
in the penultimate sentence could not bell held constant in the experiment.

but both references and both nouns did occur.

15
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The two variable/ w re thematization and title. The dependent meas-

ure was the foirced-choice response of subjects indicating their preference
for an active or equivalent passive to conclude 'the pa sage. for example,
in the idirtisal-bandit case, subjects chose between The admiral captured
the bandit and The bandit was, captured by the admiral. In the untitled con-

-1dition', 16 subjects read the passage that thematized admiral and 16 read
the passage that thematized bandit. The thetruttization variable was a

within-subjects variable, with each of the 32 subjects reading eight pas-
sage that thematized the agent and eight passage that thematized the
recipient.

The title manipulation was essentially a replication of the design just

described with 64 new subjects. Thus, 32 subjects read a passage titled
"The Bandit," while 32 subjects read a passage titled "The Admiral."
Within each group of 32, 16 actually read the passage thematizing admiral
while 16 read the passage thetnatizing bandit. For any subject, half of the
title were congruent with thernatiattion and half were not.

For both the untitled pestage experiment and the title replication,
four balanced orders of presentation were used and the 96 subjbqs were
tested in large groups. Subject,were instructed to read the passage and
to circle die sentence (active or passive) that beat concluded the passage.:4,
Results and Discussion

Cionsidering first the untitled experiment, ,yett(1.g provides the mostti
direct test of the hypothesized effect of thematization on Neicalization,
there was a Significantly greater preference for passives when the recipi-
ent had been thematized than whln the agent had been thematized. When
the agent of the final sentence had bren thematized by the passage, pa-
gives were chosen 35% of the time as the. preferred form of the final sen-

tence. This.figure increased to 50% when the passage thematized the

recipient, P(1,62) 8.21, p < . 01.
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That active choice is not exceeded by passive choice even under
recipient thematization reflects the preferred status given to the active
voice a wide fange of conditions. One might argue that other factors are

more important in passivization and that passive choice should exceed

active choice, for instance, when momentary foregrounding of the recip-
..

lent occurs in the preceding clause. To test this possibility, we noted
for each passage whether the last noun in the clause preceding the final

sentence referred to the -agent or the recipient of the final sentence.

0*erall there was no significant effect of the last noun variable.
When ,there was an agent theme, there was a-slight effect of the last noun
such thafl when the last noun was an agent, the passive was chosen 31 %,

compared with 39% when the last noun had been a recipient. With a recap -

Sent theme, there was a light reversal with 53% passive when the last

noun was an agent and 48% when the last nour was a recipient. 1Xhile statis-
t

tiedt-e:A3.1ycis of posaible intt:ractions was not appropriate, it appears that

topicalization was not di pecfly related to momentary clause foregrounding.

The choice of a passive Was overall approximately 43% whether the agent

or the recipient was the ast flop of the preceding clause.

I

I.

Title Replication

The replication 4periment which added title.as an orthogonal

variable to them tizatio confirmild the results of the untitled experiment

for the effect of t mats Lion on topicalization. Recipient themes pro-

duced 46. 5% pass ve pre erence compared with 31.5% passive preference
for agent themes. F(1, 6 = 14. 3Z, r , . 01. This 15% difference parallels

the result of the untitled explrisitent, but the overall preference for the
( tpassive was lower in the titled condition than in the untitled. It should be,

noted tharreptteatithis case refers to observing the same result
with a new group of subjects, iinetsexcept for the titles, the materials
were identical for the two experiments.
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he effe.ct of title was ilso significant in the replication as can

be seen n Table 5 which summarizes the results of Experiment 2. When

the title] referred to the agent. e.g. , "The Admiral," passive choice was
I

36.5%; When the title referred to the recipient, e.g., "The Bandit," pas- .

sive chPice was 41.51/4, F(1,63) = 3.99,. p = .05. There was no interaction

between title and theme (F < 1).

Tab 101-

Observed Probability of Selecting Pooh* Sentence

No Tito Agent Tills Recipient Title

Agent Thorns

Recipient Thorns

35

_60

.30

.43

.33

50

The last noun analysis was also pion° on these data. As in the

untitled experiment, there was no general effect of whether the Japt noun

of this preceding clause referred td the agent or to the recipient of the final

sentence, although choice of a passive when the last noun was an agent was

slightly greater (43.41/4) then when It was a recipient (39.8%). However,

the importance of the last noun variable can be seen for specific combina-

-tions of theme and title. Since an analysis of variance of these data is not

appropriate, the possible operation of momentary foregrounding can be

merely suggested by the following comparison. The highest preference

(53.1%) for a passive occurred when the recipient was the theme and the

title, bitt the last noun of the preceding clause referred to the agent. The



lowest preference (27. 5%) for a passive occurred when the agent waithe
theme and the title, but the last noun of the preceding clause referred to

the recipient. This comparison is made only with caution, because the

momentary foregrounding variable is not separable from other character-
istics of the penultimate sentence which were quite variable from one pas-

sage to Another. However, it does suggest a sort of complex balancing in

topicalization. An element which has discourse reasons for being topicalized
but has been momentarily "backgrounded" has a strong requirement to be

reasserted as the focus of the discourse.

Overall discussion

The result of Experiment 2 can be taken as support for the idea that
sentence topicalization is affected by variables that afe remote from the

sentence as well as more localized variables. Both the title`of the passage

and its actual theme determined the preference for passives, with themat-

ization producing a larger effect. By contrast, a dtscour rtable nearer

to the observed sentence, rn entary foregrounding, a ared to have no

simple effect, but only in in erection with discourse variables. These

generalizations concerning picalization are to be made with some elution.
however. For one thing, actual production was nut observed in these expert-,
ments; and for another. the momentary foregrounding variable was not
isolable from other sentence variables. Also, we note again the need to

investigate topic control devices other than the missive. Within the context

developed by these expertmeals, we can suggest that topicalization is a
process that is highly dependent upon thematic discourse variables.

The first experiment is also consistent with this picture. The

prompt effectiveness of a noun was related to its theinatization and topical-
ization, and there appeared, in fact, to be an additive effect oi these sari-

. able. for a semantic recipient, but not fur an agen't. Thetuatizstio,n and

1



topicalisation serve twin discourse functions. The first proliide a stable
referential focus for new information while the second provides momentary
focus for information currently presented. Thus, a semantic recipient is
more focused when it has been thematised. It is stilt more focused when
it has been topicalised. And in light of Experiment it selection as sen-
tence topic is increased by its it.hematization. Thus, momentary focus is
at least partly a function of stabilised focus.

ti
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